
PROMOTING SME LENDING
IN THE BANKING SECTOR



Cairo Amman Bank

• Established in 1960 as a Jordanian public shareholding
company.

• CAB launched its 1st branch in Palestine in 1986.

• Predominantly viewed as a leading retail bank with
widespread geographic distribution

• Branches: 106 (85 in Jordan and 21 in Palestine)



• Of the Branches in Jordan (39 are in the Amman
Area, and 46 are spread across all governorates)

• ATMs: 171 ATMs in Jordan, 49 in Palestine

• Provide a wide range of Services and products
that are tailored to our diverse customers needs



Main challenges facing SMEs
• SMEs are a vital part of the economy, they constitute 40% of

the GDP and are considered the main growth engine, they
support job creation, innovation, and economic prosperity.

• SMEs face many challenges ranging from markets, labor,
competition, technology and financing.

• The financing challenges stem from: -

1. Weakness in financial planning and preparation of business
plans

2. Lack of financial statements (audited)
3. Lack of adequate collaterals required by financial institutions.
4. High cost of funding
5. No Credit Bureau



How to support and develop SME’s
In order to be able to serve the SME sector, the bank

•Established a separate department.

•Appointed qualified staff, to support and help customers
prepare feasibility studies and provide advice, as such the
role of the bank is not limited to provide funding.



• Entered into several agreements with multiple partners,
to cover some of the challenges above such as
guarantee schemes, and subsidized funding schemes.

- Jordan Loan Guarantee Co.
- OPIC
- EBRD
- AFD



• The central bank of Jordan, provides advances of
medium-term, to subsidize SME loans in the
industrial, tourism , agricultural , IT and renewable
energy sectors at fixed competitive interest rate.



Diversity
• In its Strategy for MSME lending the bank has taken a

keen interest in diversifying its portfolio both on a
geographical and sectorial level.



Inside Amman Area 73%

Outside Amman (Governorates) 27%

Trade 19%
Industrial 16%

Tourism 15%

Services 14%

Energy 5%

Sector



Growth of SME Portfolio

• CAB has financed over 900  MSME clients, with total
direct lending exceeding (260) million JDs.



Sector/Medical Services

Project: Private Hospital

Location: Karak

Description:
A new hospital providing
services ranging from ER, Lab,
Surgery
•Offers prime services due to
attracting good staff and
investing in modern
technology



• Owners are specialized
doctors from the same
governate who have
their own practice

• Has 20 rooms and 40
beds

______________________
Jobs: created around 60

new jobs in the
community (Doctors,
Nurses and Admin).



Sector/Agriculture

Project: Palm/Date Farm

Location: Al Ghour

Description:
•480 Dunums
•Al Majoul and Barhi Dated
•Currently has around
6300 tree



• Yearly production
currently 350 tons,
expected to increase at
maturity to 1000 tons

• Currently selling in local
market

• Looking at potential
export markets

______________________

Jobs: created around 52
new jobs currently
employees 37 males and
15 females all from the
local community



Sector/Industrial

Project: Plastic
Manufacturing/PVC Pipes

Location: King Abdullah II
Industrial Estate/Sahab

Description:

•The project started
operation 2007 as a small
business and grew
gradually to become a full
fledged factory built on
2500 square meters.



• Provides the local
market and exports
50% of its output

______________

Jobs created: The factory
currently employs
around 30 workers



Sector/Education -
Services

Project: Private School

Location: Karak

Description:
•A private modern school,
27 classrooms, has extra
facilities such as
swimming pool, football
stadium, volley ball and
basket ball court



• Started its
academic program
in August 2014

• 600 students
enrolled

_______________



• Jobs created:
The school currently

employs 64
employees between
teaching and
academic staff



Economic Activity Remains Subdued

• Jordan’s GDP growth is expected to recover in 2016, after a marked slowdown in 2015.
However, growth rates remain below its 2005-2009 average of 7.4%, and below the
country’s long-term growth potential of around 6% (according to IMF estimates).

• This indicates that there is substantial room for development.



Weak growth has weighed on unemployment levels

• Although the authorities have implemented structural reforms to develop the
private sector, unemployment remains persistently high, averaging around 13%
over the past decade.

• Young people, ages 15 to 24, account for almost half of the unemployed, and the
youth unemployment rate, at around 34%, is among the highest in the world.

Source: Department of Statistics




